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How to Structure Your Novel 

So Readers Can’t Put it Down
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Sheila Manna
• ALC’s Manager of Author Education

• Develops and manages all platform 
content and tools including webinar 
presentations, special programs, 
resources, and community 
engagement

• Provides author support and guidance

• What we’ll cover today…
−The importance of story structure 
−Popular story structure frameworks
−The 6 Key Elements every good story 

must include
−Q&A 
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Poor structure is one of the biggest reasons a 
story falls apart and fails to resonate with the 

reader or keep them engaged.

Without a strong foundation, nothing else               
really matters.
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Story Structure = Foundation

• Compelling story comes from knowing the best sequence for the 
information you want to share. Good structure:

− Shapes the story and determines the pacing

− Gives the story meaning or purpose

− Leaves readers constantly wondering “what happens next?”

− Shows character growth or change as a result of the journey or 
experience = story arc / character arc

• Does not have to be linear/chronological, but must have a clear 
beginning, middle, and ending
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Structuring 
Your Story –
Popular 
Frameworks

•3 Act Story Structure 

I. Beginning ~ 25%

II. Middle ~ 50%

III. Ending ~ 25%

•Freytag’s Pyramid – 6 key 
elements

•The Hero’s Journey – 12 stages

•Save the Cat – 15 beats
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The 3 Act Structure

Act I
Beginning

Act II
Middle

Act III
Ending

Inciting 

Action

Introduction/Exposition

Rising Action/Conflict

Climax

Resolution/Conclusion

With overlay of Freytag’s Pyramid

Falling 

Action
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Freytag’s Pyramid – 6 Key Anchors

1. Introduction/Exposition

2. Inciting Incident

3. Rising Action/Conflict 

4. Climax

5. Falling Action

6. Resolution/Conclusion

Falling 

Action
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1. Introduction/
Exposition

OPEN STRONG!

• Your chance to make a good, first 
impression with the reader.

• The door that opens to your story –
it’s an invitation to the reader.

• Plunge the reader into the central 
action of your story and raise 
questions.

• “Hook, grab, and hold” the reader. 

• Quickly answer the 5 “Ws” – who, 
what, when, where, and why.
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Tips for 
Strong 
Beginnings

• Show, don’t tell: immerse your readers 
in the setting using all five senses if 
possible:

−Sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell

• Don’t include a lot of backstory or 
unnecessary details. 

• Don’t info dump.

• Write a brief summary of the ending or 
a pivotal scene first if needed and work 
backwards from there.
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Types of 
Beginnings

•An action scene

•A provocative question

•Hint at a lesson

•Use a famous quote

•A shocking opening line/s
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The Hook 

• “Hook, grab, and hold” the reader - an 
irresistible reason for a reader to keep turning 
the pages. 

• The intrigue that sets the journey up for the 
reader, and helps them decide whether or not 
they want to go on it with you.

• What’s most captivating or unusual 
about your story? 

• Weave it into your story’s opening scene or 
opening pages.

• What is your main character’s motivation?

• Hint at forthcoming conflict 
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Character 
Motivation

• Your main character needs some kind of 
motivation to carry them through the story

• What your character wants:

−What they think will make them happy or 
feel complete – ultimate flaw

vs

• What your character needs:

−Love of self – self-acceptance

−Love of others – empathy, appreciation

• Are these two things intrinsically linked?

• It can be powerful to make your character 
choose between the two
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2. The 
Inciting 
Action or 
Incident

• The catalyst or event that changes the 
status quo; the turning point or defining 
moment.

• Sets the rest of the story in motion and 
forces the main character to take action.

• 3 main types :

−Personal loss or struggle

−Personal gain

−Call to action

• Should take place early on in your story –
within the first 15 – 20 pages or sooner.

• Can there be more than one?
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3. Rising 
Action/
Conflict

• When your main character, the 
“protagonist”, faces opposition in reaching 
the desired goals or needs. The opposing 
force can take on many forms and is called 
the “antagonist”.

• Raises the stakes of the story – MAKES 
READERS CARE.

• Provides necessary tension, adds depth to 
your characters, and moves your story 
forward.

• There can and SHOULD be multiple 
opposing forces, both internal and 
external.
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Types of Opposing Forces
• Internal

− Character vs. Self: Struggles with morality, mental health, fears/phobias, or 
a physical disability. 

• External

− Character vs. Character: Needs or wants are at odds with another person’s. 
Can be written as a physical fight or as an ongoing power struggle.

− Character vs. Nature: Weather, the wilderness, or a natural disaster.

− Character vs. Supernatural: Phenomena like ghosts, gods, fate, or monsters.

− Character vs. Technology: Some kind of technology or artificial intelligence.

− Character vs. Society: Government, a cultural tradition, or a societal norm.
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Inciting 

Action

Rising Action/Conflict

Climax

Ways to Raise the Stakes

• What is the worst thing that could happen to my protagonist?

• Are other characters depending on he/she to succeed?

• How can the potential reward be increased?

• Can I set a deadline or 
time limit to create                                                                      
urgency?

• Are there new obstacles?

CONSEQUENCES!
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4. Climax –
the 
Highest 
Point of 
Tension

• The moment you’ve been building up to 
and that your readers have been awaiting.

• Main character faces main opposing force 
or biggest obstacle/decision.

• Stakes are at their highest – what’s to gain 
or lose?

• Usually just one scene, and often the 
longest scene.

• Relates to your story’s theme or message.

• Typically occurs around 90% of the way 
through the narrative in order to have the 
greatest impact.
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• Climactic scene can be action packed or 
dramatic, but doesn’t have to be – can 
involve a fateful choice or shocking reveal.

• Three main types of climax:

−Crisis - when the protagonist faces a 
life-changing decision or battle. Often 
seen in thrillers and fantasy novels.

−Catharsis - when the protagonist 
overcomes a major internal obstacle. 
Often seen in personal growth or 
transformation stories like memoir.

−Revelation - when a major secret is 
revealed. Often seen in mystery novels.

4. Climax –
the 
Highest 
Point of 
Tension
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•What makes a good climax?

−Unexpected but still believable.

−Emotionally impactful.

−Prolongs the tension and keeps 
readers under suspense.

−Shows how much the character 
has grown or changed.

4. Climax –
the 
Highest 
Point of 
Tension
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5. Falling 
Action

•The “wind-down” of the story

•Consequences of the climax

• Should include some reflection

•Answers any unanswered questions

•Wraps up any subplots
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6. Resolution/ 
Conclusion

• Does your main character fail, or 
succeed in reaching goal?

• Doesn’t have to be happy, but needs 
to be satisfying to the reader, and 
main character transformed.

• Can leave a cliffhanger if planning a 
series, but the story still needs to 
feel complete and stand on its own.

• Final scene often mirrors the 
opening scene in some way.
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6. Resolution/ 
Conclusion

• 6 types of endings:

−Resolved ending – no lingering questions 
or loose ends

−Unresolved ending – leaves reader with 
more questions than answers

−Expanded ending – often takes the form 
of an epilogue – life after

−Unexpected ending – a plot twist but 
must be believable – must leave clues

−Ambiguous ending – open to 
interpretation by the reader

−Tied ending – it ends where it begins
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Freytag’s Pyramid – Harry Potter

Falling 
Action

Introduced to Harry who is living a 
miserable, mundane life with the 
Dursley’s. Strange things start to happen.

Harry gets letter from Hogwarts telling 
him he is a wizard and he is to come for 
the new school year and Hagrid shows up. 
This changes Harry’s life and without this 
event the story wouldn’t happen.

Introduced to other characters and 
Hogwarts, assigned a house, Malfoy, troll 
invades the school, what’s Fluffy hiding, 
Harry’s broom goes haywire, Snape is up 
to no good, receives cloak, discovers 
mirror, learns what Fluffy is guarding, gets 
punished for leaving school, encounters 
Voldemort, learns he is trying to get the 
stone.

Gryffindor wins the house cup.
Harry returns to the Dursley’s for the 
summer. Voldemort still a threat.

Harry discovers his mother’s 
love is what protected him 
from Voldemort. Dumbledore 
destroys the sorcerer’s stone.

Harry’s confrontation with Professor Quirrell 
who is being controlled by Lord Voldemort. 
Harry kills Quirrell, Voldemort escapes.
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Anatomy of a Scene
• Scenes are the building blocks of your story.

• Think of scenes as “mini stories” within your story – each should have 
stakes, conflict, and consequences.

• Good scenes start in the middle of the action to create excitement and 
energy, but you do need to ground the reader in time and place.

• Your protagonist must face an obstacle to his/her goal(s).

• Reveals something new about the character or the plot. 

• Wrap the scene, but end with a cliffhanger to keep reader hooked.

• Use a single point of view in each scene to avoid “head-hopping”. 
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The Hero’s 
Journey –
12 Stages

Act I: Departure – familiar world

1. The Ordinary World – establishes status quo

2. The Call to Adventure – inciting incident

3. Refusing the Call to Adventure – gets cold feet

4. Meeting the Mentor – overcomes reluctance

5. Crossing the Threshold – starts the journey

Act II: Initiation – unfamiliar world

6. Test, Allies, and Enemies – trials, new characters

7. Approach to the Inmost Cave – most dangerous place

8. The Ordeal – greatest test thus far

9. The Reward – an object, a skill, or knowledge

Act III: Return – familiar world but changed

10. The Road Back – heading home, things changed

11. Resurrection – final test, everything is at stake

12. Return With the Elixir – victorious & transformed
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Save the Cat • 3 Act Structure broken down 
further into 15 essential story beats.

• Recent blog post on the ALC: “What 
is “Save the Cat”, and how can I use 
it to outline my story?”

• Popular framework for 
screenwriters, but has become more 
popular for authors with the release 
of “Save the Cat Writes a Novel” in 
2018 by Jessica Brody.
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Save the Cat – Act I

ACT I 

−Opening Image – introduces your setting, main character, your hook

−Theme Stated – story’s central message or lesson

−Set-Up – deeper look at status quo world, hints at conflict and goals of 
your main character

−Catalyst – the inciting incident, disrupts the status quo

−Debate – main character resists challenge and has internal debate
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Save the Cat – Act II

ACT II
−Break Into Two – main character makes conscious decision to act 
−B Story – new side character and subplot – love interest, rival, friend
−Fun and Games – long sequence of struggles in attempt to reach goals
−Midpoint – moment of false hope or false defeat
−Bad Guys Close In – antagonist is either winning, or main characters 
flaws are working against him or her
−All is Lost – main character hits rock bottom
−Dark Night of the Soul – moment of reflection and finding strength
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Save the Cat – Act III

ACT III 

−Break Into Three – a new optimism to keep pushing forward

−Finale (climax) – highest moment of tension where goal is either won or 
lost; even if lost, main character still transformed

−Final Image – conclusion that shows clear change in main character, 
and often mirrors the opening image
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Which Framework is Right for You?
• Is this your first book?

• Are you a plotter or a pantser…or, maybe a plantser?

• What are your goals for the book? To become a bestseller, or to 
simply inspire or entertain others?

• Are you up against a tight deadline?

• Are there complicated plot twists, character arcs, or world-
building aspects you need to track?

• Are you writing in a non-linear fashion or jumping time?

• Are you struggling with any part of your story or getting feedback 
from beta readers that something needs addressed?
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Enhance
Your Structure

• Character Development
− Protagonist - motivation
− Antagonist/s - opposition
− Secondary - purpose
− Create likable, flawed characters

• Plot Planning – surprise the reader

• Point of View – 1st/3rd lim/ 3rd omn?

• Dialogue – authenticity is key

• Setting – show, don’t tell

• World Building – unveil slowly

• Voice & Tone – the unique you

• Pacing – what’s right for the genre?

• Tense – past vs present
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In Summary…

• You aren’t required to follow a certain framework when writing a 
book, BUT, a well-structured book is much more likely to 
resonate with readers, agents, publishers, Hollywood, etc. 

• Think of these methods as guides rather than rigid structures.

• It’s best to experiment with “bending the rules” once you hone 
your craft.

• Read books similar to yours that are critically acclaimed or have 
positive reviews to see good story structure in action. 



Questions?

Contact:
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questions@authorlearningcenter.com

Follow The Author Learning Center 
online:

Still have questions? Use the search 
bar on the ALC website!

www.authorlearningcenter.com 
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Thanks for attending and 
letting me be a part of your 

writing journey!


